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ARE YOU A RESEARCHER?

Have you an original research paper ready to submit? Send it in!

Have you a research paper archived on your computer waiting for the right time to submit? Dust it off!

Are you in the midst of doing a research paper and looking to have it published? Think CJRM!

CJRM welcomes original research submissions with a rural medicine slant, up to 3500 words long and sent in for peer review and potential publication. Check out our Instructions for Authors at srpc.ca.

SRPC AND THE ROUNDS

The Society of Rural Physicians of Canada is excited to announce its official partnership with The Rounds.

The Rounds has been built specifically for physicians in Canada. The platform is free for any practising physician, and the SRPC group (for SRPC members only) has been designed specifically for rural collaboration. The platform will allow us to have more engaging conversations, and for those subscribed to the listserv (RuralMed), it will offer a new and exciting place to engage with familiar peers. Signing into The Rounds will immediately connect you with thousands of physicians and surgeons.

The Rounds platform offers a wide range of member benefits. We encourage you to sign up and join the official SRPC group here: www.therounds.ca